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Homecoming Week kicks off with reception, talent show 
By Maggie Stone 
Arts.Inkwell@gmail.com 
While many college stu­
dents have school spirit, 
not many would equate 
their homecoming with a 
romantic holiday. On Mon­
day, Feb. 14 at 1 p.m., Arm­
strong students celebrated 
this year's Valentine's Day 
theme, "I love Armstrong," 
as they gathered around 
the Student Union for Arm­
strong's Homecoming kick-
off. 
Assistant Vice President 
for Student Affairs Bill Kel­
so started the event with a 
speech about the week's up­
coming events. 
"Homecoming is a time 
for celebrating the past, 
honoring what we're doing 
now, and looking toward 
the future," Kelso said. 
Kelso said he first became 
involved in Student Activi­
ties in 1987, when he was 
an Armstrong student. 
"The popular bands back 
then were U2, Madonna, 
Guns n' Roses and Lisa 
Lisa," he said. "The more 
things change, the more 
they stay the same." 
Kelso said he is most 
looking forward to the vis­
its from Armstrong alumni. 
"In the next five days, 
alumni will return to Arm­
strong," Kelso said. "The 
fact that we've grown and 
changed will be exciting for 
them. A lot of this area used 
to be all trees." 
Homecoming Chair LeKa-
ra Simmons stressed the 
Second place Talent Show winner Al Ha rris croons the Student Union on Feb. 15. 
importance of the pet food 
drive going on during the 
Homecoming week. Any cat 
food donated this week will 
support Friends of Cats, 
and the drive will donate all 
dog food to the Humane So­
ciety of Savannah. 
"At the halftime of the 
homecoming game we 
will present the amount of 
pounds we collected," Sim­
mons said. 
After the drive, Arm­
strong's Gospel Choir sang 
the alma mater, prefacing 
the announcements of the 
2011 homecoming court. 
For king, the nominees 
were Kenny Lopez, Austin 
Jackson and Trey Purvis. 
Homecoming queen nomi­
nees were Brittany Mallard, 
Eleora Marcel and Whit­
ney Maxwell. Homecoming 
queen nominee Whitney 
Maxwell said that running 
for homecoming court is 
more than jus.t a popularity 
contest. 
"I think it's a great oppor­
tunity to get to know people 
better, and I just love being 
at this school and the com­
munity atmosphere," Max­
well said. 
Sophomore Nia Hunter 
came to the kickoff specifi­
cally to see the homecom­
ing court nominations. 
"I know people in home­
coming, like Austin Jack­
son, who's running for 
king," Hunter said. "I'm ex­
cited about that." 
Student Government As­
sociation Vice President 
Ty Slater also pointed out 
that Armstrong is unique 
for centering homecoming 
around basketball games 
rather than football games. 
Slater said he hopes stu­
dents take full advantage of 
all the festivities available. 
"I'm particularly interest­
ed and glad that we brought 
back Casino Night," Slater 
Photo by Andrea Cervone 
said. "Casino Night was 
here a couple years ago, but 
they tended away from it. 
It's fun to get dressed up." 
Other students, such as 
Hunter, have other events 
on their must-do list. 
"I am looking forward 
to the comedian, Ron G," 
Hunter said. "I saw him 
last year, and he was really 
funny." 
Another homecoming 
event that elicited large 
student body support was 
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Voting for homecoming king and queen ends Feb. 18. To 
cast your vote, go to: 
cove.armstrong.edu/sgavote/homecoming.php 
S°tter Georgia History revisited in Forsyth Park 
tackle stolen phone, 
Silly String 
By Krystal Huertas 
University Police Depart­
ment Officer Richard Mitts 
responded to a report of theft 
in Lane Libraiy on Jan. 28 at 
4:30 p.m. The complainant 
reported that her purple LG 
Smartphone was taken from 
her purse. 
The complainant had placed 
her belongings on a table close 
to her friends. As she was enter­
ing the restroom, she noticed 
three suspicious black males 
wearing dark clothing enter­
ing the men's restroom. Upon 
realizing that her cell phone 
was missing, she noticed the 
three males fleeing the libraiy 
through the emergency exit, 
which set the alarm off. 
When the suspects realized 
opening the emergency exit set 
off the alarm, they fled out of 
the front of the building toward 
Victor Hall. 
There was video surveillance 
of the incident, which univer­
sity police have retrieved. 
The complainant contacted 
her mother, who informed her 
that the suspects had acciden­
tally called and said they had 
taken the victim's cell phone. 
After Mitts spoke to library 
employees and students, they 
informed him that the same 
three males are often in the li­
brary. The employees and stu­
dents were informed to notify 
university police if the suspects 
return to the library. 
The police were unable to lo­
cate or identify the suspects. 
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Hancock Day School marches in the Georgia History Parade on Feb. 11. 
By Brittany Redding 
On the chilly Feb. 11 morn­
ing, thousands of students 
and teachers gathered at For­
syth Park for the Georgia Day 
Parade. This annual parade 
celebrates the founding of 
the Georgia colony, which oc­
curred on Feb. 12,1733. 
James Oglethorpe received 
a charter from England's King 
George II , for whom Georgia 
was named, in order to form 
a new colony. Oglethorpe 
formed a friendly relationship 
between the colonists and the 
Yamacraw led by Tomochichi, 
making it possible for the col­
ony to flourish safely. 
This friendship is repre­
sented by the variety of cos­
tumes worn by the students. 
Students and teachers dressed 
in colonial and Native Ameri­
can attire lined up in the park 
wielding their handmade ban­
ners that represent their re­
spective schools. 
At 10:30 a.m., the parade 
commenced from Forsyth 
Park to City Hall where Mayor 
Otis Johnson addressed stu­
dents, and he awarded Veritas 
Academy Best Historic Ban­
ner. 
Joe Buck, president of the 
Chatham County School Board 
and former vice p resident of 
Student Affairs at Armstrong, 
marched in the parade. He is 
a firm believer in the impor­
tance of this parade for the 
students. 
"It's a wonderful annual 
event where all the children, 
public and private, can come 
together to celebrate our 
state's history," Buck said. "It's 
just a real celebration for our 
young folk." 
Buck feels the Georgia Day 
Parade is a unique celebra­
tion. 
"I don't know of another 
state that has a celebration like 
this," Buck said. "It's a great 
and unique way to teach kids 
history." 
W. Todd Groce, president 
and chief executive officer of 
the Georgia Historical Society, 
was there to support the cel­
ebration. 
"I think it's extremely im­
portant for the school children 
to come together and celebrate 
the history of their state each 
year," Groce said. 
Photo by Nathan Wise 
Being a part of th e histori­
cal society, Groce strongly en­
courages the teaching of Geor­
gia history to young people. 
"There's a big push for the 
.understanding of math and 
the sciences; a s there should 
be, but that shouldn't be at 
the expense of history," Groce 
said. "I know a lot of people 
whose interest in history was 
sparked from being in the pa­
rade or seeing it." 
One of the many schools 
participating in the parade 
was Shuman Elementary. One 
of their teachers, Garet Sab-
ogal, was there with her sec­
ond grade class. 
"In second grade it is part 
of our curriculum to teach 
the students Georgia history," 
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Campus Briefs 
Information Technology 
launches new website 
Armstrong's Information 
Technology Services is 
launching a new events 
and announcements service 
that allows students to post 
directly to the Armstrong 
website. 
Students can submit their 
announcements through a 
form in Pirates Cove, under 
"Announcements and Events." 
Armstrong history 
journal currently 
accepting submissions 
The Armstrong 
Undergraduate Journal 
of History is accepting 
submissions for its first issue. 
The journal, which has an 
editorial board of students, 
• can accept any research 
articles or book reviews in the 
field of history. Participants 
should send submissions to 
AASUHistoryEditors@gmail. 
com. 
For additional information, 
contact Hongjie Wang at 
Hongjie.Wang@armstrong. 
edu. 
Faculty lecture discusses 
French immersion 
Assistant Professor of French 
Dorothee Mertz-Weigel will 
host "Parlez-vous Francais? 
Thanks to Technology, I Do!" 
as a part of a faculty lecture 
series on Feb. 18, at 12:10 
p.m. to University Hall 156. 
The lecture explains how a 
student in a French language 
course can become more 
fluent in the language, 
despite living in an English-
saturated atmosphere. 
Turn to the back page for more photo coverage of the Georgia History Parade 
University creates new 
scholarship program 
The Armstrong Atlantic 
State University Foundation, 
Inc. is creating an endowed 
scholarship to fund students T 
seeking a degree in political 
science. The scholarship, 
created in honor of associate 
professor of international 
relations and comparative 
politics Jose de Arimateia da 
Cruz, will fund a selected full-
time undergraduate in the 
political science program with 
at least 70 semester hours and 
a 3.0 grade point average. The 
student must also complete 
two semesters of a foreign 
language with a B or better. 
\ 
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NEWS 
Feb. 19: Armstrong's February Study Abroad Fair will be held from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. in 
Savannah Ballroom A in the Student Union. 
The Campus Union Board and Student Government Association will announce the 2011 
Homecoming Court at 7:30 p.m. in the Alumni Arena. 
Feb. 21: The Student Government Association will host its campus march and student 
forum at noon in front of the Student Union. 
HOLA holds Sigma Iota Alpha launch at 
Valentine's Day celebration 
By Tanzere Nelson 
On the night of Friday, Feb. 
xi, Hispanic Outreach and 
Leadership at Armstrong host­
ed its first Chocolatier Night-
Valentine's Day reception. 
The Savannah Ballroom in 
the Student Union was deco­
rated for Valentine's Day. 
HOLA sprinkled the ballroom 
with pink and red balloons and 
hearts. 
The event was filled with 
dancing, food and laughter. 
Fruit and Latin-styled cook­
ies and pastries covered the 
chocolate bar. The centerpiece 
of the bar was a large bowl of 
melted chocolate. 
Attendees could take a pic­
ture with Cupid as well as get 
a lollipop for a dollar. All pro­
ceeds went to HOLA. 
"When we were brainstorm­
ing for the event, we thought, 
'Hey, let's have a Cupid,"' said 
Armando Lucas, who por­
trayed Cupid. 
The response from the event 
was overwhelmingly positive. 
"Ilove ithere, great chocolate, 
cool music and great friends," 
freshman April Graves said. 
"It's so much fun." 
"The chocolate here is awe-
University Relations 
Sigma Iota Alpha sorority launched its chapter at Armstrong during the 
Chocolatier Night on Feb. 11 in the Student Union's Savannah Ballroom, 
some," sophomore Joey Ma- Andrew Kalbfleisch, who has 
been dancing salsa for three 
years. 
Jesus Arroyo, president of 
HOLA, explained the reason 
behind the chocolate-themed 
event. 
"Not only did we want to 
celebrate Valentine's Day, but 
we w anted to educate people 
about our culture while having 
fun," Arroyo said. "The more 
support for HOLA we get, the 
more events and parties we 
can throw later." 
" After the Chocolatier event, 
the Sigma Iota Alpha soror­
ity had a formal launch. The 
Sigma Iota Alphas are a new 
sorority — not only to Arm­
strong, but also to Georgia. 
\liq  
c 
clntosh said. 
"This is so cool, it's really 
fun," student Jeffrey Cramer. 
"I wish I had brought my girl­
friend." 
Despite being a Valentine-
themed event, the evening was 
not strictly for couples. 
"I like events like this be­
cause we can come and have 
fun without the pressure of 
having to be with a loved one," 
junior Samm Robinson said. 
The music and dancing styles 
were as assorted as the attend­
ees. There was salsa, meringue 
and Latin hip-hop music. 
"My motive for coming here 
was to do what I love to do best 
— Latin dancing," said student 
Campus I I Where we ask ^  1 y ° u  w h a t  y°u think-
Reported by Maggie Stone 
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Voices |on Campus 
"What are you doing to celebrate Homecoming Week?" 
"The Sigma Iota Alphas are 
the first sorority devoted to 
Hispanic culture, diversity and 
academics," said Katrina Vega, 
a sister at Georgia So uthern. 
"Georgia Southern was the first 
school in Georgia to develop a 
chapter, and Armstrong is now 
the second." 
The Sigma Iota Alpha invited 
members of th eir brother fra­
ternity, Phi Iota Alpha, to the 
event. They also invited many 
other Greek organizations, not 
only from the Armstrong cam­
pus, but also from Savannah 
State and Georgia Southern. 
Guest speakers traveled 
from New York and Florida to 
speak at the event. 
All of the sisters were intro­
duced to music before putting 
on their new Sigma Iota Alpha 
shirts. Armstrong's chapter of 
the Sigma Iota Alpha presently 
has nine sisters. 
Having the new Sigma Iota 
Alpha house at Armstrong is 
important to many people. 
"It's good to bring another 
Greek organization to the fore­
front of campus involvement," 
said Oscar Crosby, a member 
of Pi Kappa Alpha. "We always 
encourage new Greek life on 
campus." 
"I'm looking forward to the 
homecoming dance. I'm also 
performing at the game." 
Jasmyne Rains, liberal studies, 
freshman 
"I can't wait to see all the people 
and meet new people." 
Teara Taylor, early childhood 
education, f reshman 
"I want to find out who the 
king and queen will b e and 
attend the Greek fair." 
Cierre Jones, undeclared, 
freshman 
I don't even know what's going on 
this week." 
Jason Hewitt, history, 
graduate student 
Campus Union Board hosts Valentine's 
movie and desserts 
By Ella Greer 
You do not have to be in a 
relationship or throw an anti-
Valentine party to enjoy Valen­
tine's Day. The Campus Union 
Board hosted "Valentine's Day 
Movie and Desserts" in the Sa­
vannah Ballroom on Monday, 
Feb. 14. 
The event was complete 
with a dessert table display­
ing the usual Valentine's Day 
sweets and treats such as 
chocolate-covered strawber­
ries, puff pastries, popcorn, 
chocolate-chip cookies, pecan 
rolls and a punch bowl of Shir­
ley Temple. 
The movie, "Valentine's 
Day," pulled o ut all the stops 
with an all-star cast filled with 
stars from Taylor Swift, Tay­
lor Lautner, Anne Hathaway, 
Emma Roberts, Jessica Biel, 
George Lopez and Ashton 
Kutcher to Queen Latifah and 
Jennifer Gardner. It was the 
perfect combination of cheese 
and comedy to satisfy every­
one in attendance. 
The success of the eve-
Photo by Thea Mullis 
A group of Armstrong students enjoy their Valentines night with a movie and a wide array of desserts on Feb. 14 in 
the Student Union Ballroom. 
ning pleased and surprised 
the members of the Campus 
Union Board. 
"All of t our chocolate-cov­
ered strawberries are gone, 
the popcorn is gone, and the 
Shirley Temples were deli­
cious," said Kim Brown, a 
member of Student Activities. 
"We are surprised at the great 
turnout, and we had fun and 
look forward to the rest of the 
homecoming week." 
Armstrong student Chelsea 
Hampton was in agreement. 
"Tonight was a perfect rep­
resentation of what Valen­
tine's Day should be: hanging 
out with friends and loved 
ones while eating chocolate," 
Hampton said. 
"The movie was great," stu­
dent Bobbie Renee Stringer 
said. "What else is better than 
watching a cheesy romantic 
comedy with my best friend? 
Maybe the talent show — I 
can't wait to see it tomorrow." 
The movie and desserts 
were just the beginning of the 
homecoming extravaganza. 
"Homecoming week is 
amazing, and I'm excited to 
see the rest of the week," said 
Armstrong student Whitney 
Maxwell, "The talent show is 
going to be awesome." 
First Yelar Experience presents third 
Common Read film 
By Heather Sutton 
Armstrong's First Year 
Experience staff presented 
part three in the Common 
Read film series on Friday, 
Feb. 11, at the Ogeechee 
Theater in the Student 
Union. 
Lauren Mason, an Eng­
lish professor and First 
Year Experience staff 
member, hosted the event. 
Mason presented "A Small 
Act," an 8o-minute-long 
documentary that has won 
several film awards, such 
as the 2010 Nantucket Film 
Festival's Audience Award 
and Director's Award. 
A few students, profes­
sors and locals attended. 
The film showed that 
community acts not just on 
a local scale but globally. "A 
Small Act" tells the story of 
a Kenyan boy named Chris 
Mburu, who struggles to 
afford school, and a woman 
from Sweden, Hilde Back, 
who sponsors him. It later 
reveals that Chris Mburu 
started a foundation in her 
name. 
The Common Read for the 
English 2010-11 semesters 
was entitled, "Waddie Wel­
come and the Beloved Com­
munity." Savannah authors 
Tom Kohler and Susan Earl 
wrote the text. "Waddie 
Welcome and the Beloved 
Community" tells the story 
of a disabled Savannah lo­
cal named Waddie Welcome 
and his return to Savannah 
with his community's help. 
This story touches the dif­
ferent aspects of what be­
ing a part of a community 
really means. 
"This documentary has 
a strong social message," 
Mason said. 
Mason sent special 
thanks to Nancy Remler, an 
associate professor in the 
Languages, Literature and 
Philosophy department, for 
suggesting "A Small Act" as 
the third film. 
"Viewing is necessary," 
said Jane Rago, instructor 
of English and First Year 
Experience director. 
"A Small Act" shows how 
the generosity of one per­
son can help many people. 
Hilde Back supported a 
child who she had never 
met, and that child, Chris 
Mburu, went on to Harvard 
Law School. From there, he 
became a human rights law­
yer and eventually joined 
the United Nations. 
Mburu started the Hilde 
Back Education Fund to 
assist children from poor 
homes in continuing their 
educations. This documen­
tary not only talks about 
how the educational fund 
helps these children, but 
how the education these 
children acquire goes on to 
help their families. 
"I'm touched how the 
children wanted a better 
life for their families," said 
adjunct professor of chem­
istry Faustina Smith. 
"I was impressed that 
these children had a strong 
desire to learn," attendee 
Harry Hopkins said. 
"I think it's great that 
these films were put togeth­
er to motivate and educate 
on the subject," student 
Elizabeth Skandalakis said. 
There will be a fourth 
film shown on March 4, en­
titled "What Are We Doing 
Here?" 
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Campus Union Board's "So 
you think you got talent?" 
show in Savannah Ballroom 
on Feb. 16 at 7 p.m. 
In the standing-room-
only ballroom, students 
and staff flaunted their tal­
ents on stage. Emcee Wes­
ley Wells started the event 
by calling for five audience 
members to dance the Cu­
ban shuffle on stage in or­
der to win a free Galley meal 
ticket. Wells also joined in 
the dance. 
"Y'all made me work for 
that one," Wells said. 
The dance was followed 
by the first performance 
on night's schedule, Randy 
Cuba. 
"I'm going to perform an 
original tonight called 'Who 
Would I Be,"' Cuba said. 
After Cuba sang and 
played acoustic guitar, 
Brittany Fuller recited her 
poem, "Thank You." The 
poem was thanking a bad­
ly behaved ex-lover who 
brought her and God clos­
er in their relationship. In 
comparing God to the ex-
boyfriend, one of the lines 
she read was: 
"He spends all His love 
and not just His dime." 
Then, rap group No Way 
Out, comprised of Sedek 
Henry and Melvin John­
son, rapped over the song, 
"Feeling You." The perfor­
mance was plagued with 
microphone troubles, mak­
ing parts of the rap com­
pletely silent. 
With the sound sys­
tem back in order, Trevor 
Philips took the stage with 
his rendition of Dave Mat­
thews Band's "Crash." 
"Trevor didn't even know 
he was performing until five 
minutes ago," Wells said. 
In combination with all 
the student performances, 
Armstrong staff members 
A1 H arris and Robert Sim­
mons also participated in 
the event. Harris sang and 
played acoustic guitar while 
Simmons accompanied him 
on upright bass. Harris gave 
Simmons a warm introduc­
tion to the audience. 
"You folks see him around 
campus," Harris said. "He's 
a pretty talented guy. We're 
going to give him the chance 
to show off his skills." 
The audience also ap­
proved of Simmons and 
Harris, as they voted the duo 
in second place by round of 
applause. First place win­
ners were dance team trio 
Pulse. Pulse is comprised 
of Jasmyne Rains, Teara 
Taylor and Cierre Jones. 
For anyone who missed the 
performance, the freshman 
trio said they are slated to 
perform again at the home­
coming game. 
Wells considers the event 
a success. 
"I. loved the fact that I 
couldn't hear and that my 
ears were ringing," Wells 
said. "The crowd's enthu­
siasm shows that everyone 
was paying attention and 
loved what was going on." 
Maxwell said she's cer­
tain the enthusiasm will 
carry through all the events 
for homecoming week. 
"We all truly love each 
other," Maxwell said. "I'm 
very excited just for the ex­
perience, no matter what 
happens." 
More photo coverage of this event 
can be found on page 8 
Do you take awesome photos? 
Wanna get paid for'em? 
THE INKWELL 
Whether it's crazy action shots at a Lady Pirates' basketball 
game or coverage of t he latest AASU construction project, we 
need excited, personable staff photographers.* 
fTo get paid for photos by The Inkwell, you must tie staff on assignment. Unsolicited submissions are accepted but unpaij 
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EDITORIALS 
& OPINIONS 
The Inkwell welcomes and invites letters to the editor. All submissions must be less than 350 words, and they must be 
signed. E-mail your submission to chief.inkwell@gmail.com. 
Opinions expressed in op/ed columns or in editorial cartoons do not necessarily reflect the opinion of the newspaper. 
The Inkwell reserves the right to edit for grammar and spelling. 
Controversy swamps harbor expansion 
The Inkwell Editorial Board 
Proposed deepening of Savannah's harbor has churned debate f or many years. The issue has swelled into the public eye repeatedly during recent months. The proposed budget f or fiscal year 2012 the White House issued Feb. 1 4 did not 
include construction f unding f or project. It did, however, allot $600,000 f or pre-construction and engineering work to allow the Georgia Ports Authority and the Army Corps of Engineers to sew up the project's approval process. 
Like many Georgians, our editorial board is torn on the matter. Below we state what we believe are the pros and cons of deepening the Savannah harbor. 
Dredging threatens way of life 
In 2014, expect vessels of 
unrivaled size to arrive, cargo-
laden, in ports up and down 
the east coast from Asia. 
To accommodate these new, 
larger vessels, the Georgia 
Ports Authority is pushing for 
funding to dredge the Savan­
nah River by six feet — a siz­
able amount by any standard, 
and an enormous undertaking 
when we do not know the full 
effect of dredging up the river. 
There is no guarantee that 
the river can even support a 
deepening. The possibility of 
a harbor deepening is reliant 
on environmental factors, and 
it would be unwise to assume 
that just any river can meet 
them. 
There is also the cost of the 
wetlands to consider. Differ­
ent kinds of wetlands host dif­
ferent kinds of life. The river 
dredging could possibly harm 
the environment in ways that 
cannot be made up with other 
wetlands. 
The largest national tar­
get is the Savannah National 
Wildlife Refuge. Th e wildlife 
preserve, all 29,000 acres, is 
freshwater wetland. A lot of 
the wildlife that thrives in this 
habitat can't subsist in the 
saltwater that threatens it. 
The alteration between wet­
lands would drastically alter 
the ecological layout of the re­
gion, but there is an issue that 
eclipses the simple geographi­
cal ramifications: saltwater in­
trusion. 
The full complement of the 
dredging would entail a full 
48-foot channel over the cur­
rent 42-foot channel, and that 
channel might contact the wa­
ter table and affect t he soil's 
water filtration. 
Last October, a freshwater 
well on Hilton Head Island 
began to pump saltwater. 
The Front Gate Well supplied 
freshwater from the Upper 
Floridan Aquifer to the island. 
It was the seventh well on the 
island to fail in the past 10 
years. 
The Florida aquifer provides 
drinking water for southern 
Georgia. As the freshwater re­
cedes in the aquifer the entire 
area is hit by the impact. 
The monthly water bill rises 
while the quality of water de­
creases. Installing desaliniza-
tion plants and moving intake 
deeper into the aquifer would 
be expensive to say the least. 
This is already a problem, 
and dredging the Savannah 
River pro mises to exacerbate 
it. 
There isn't really any eco­
nomic benefit that can offset 
the loss of a clean, reliable wa­
ter supply. 
While arguments discuss 
the possibility of helping the 
region's economy, the port's 
growth will rem ain question­
able. 
The Georgia Ports Author­
ity Ocean Terminal, for ex­
ample has 10 total berths, one 
of which is reserved for liquid 
cargo. The argument that Sa­
vannah will rake in tourist 
dollars from the visitors even 
when simply refueling under­
estimates the amount of fuel 
that a vessel can carry and 
overestimates the local im­
pact. 
The latter assumes that sail­
ors can simply walk down the 
gangway and onto land to buy 
cheap souvenirs, eat hoecakes, 
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drink at bars, etc. However, 
sailors on vessels can only 
leave if the U.S. gover nment 
is on good terms with their 
nations' governments, if t hey 
have visas, and if the ir ship's 
officers give them permission. 
It is unlikely that a lot of sail­
ors will end up strolling down 
Bay Street. 
In other words, the dredg­
ing probably would have more 
to do with the economy of the 
region than Savannah in par­
ticular. 
Would we really want to 
sacrifice a berth for a ship sim­
ply to let somebody make a pit 
stop? 
Deepening river deepens pockets 
Digging a little deeper into 
the facts of the proposed Sa­
vannah Harbor Expansion 
Project is important and nec­
essary to the community, as 
is the deepening itself. Like 
with any major decision, it's 
important to weigh the good 
against the bad. In this case, 
the good comes out on top. 
For those less familiar with 
SHEP, the project would 
deepen the Savannah River 
to a depth of up to 48 feet, 
from its current 42 feet. With 
the projected finish of the ex­
pansion to the Panama Canal 
in 2014, project supporters 
are eager to begin the pro­
cess. The Panama Canal ex­
pansion will bring container 
ships far beyond our current 
capacity to the United States, 
and if plans for the project 
are implemented, to Savan­
nah ports, specifically. 
From an economic stand­
point, this move is a win-
win. The deepening of the 
river, along with the Savan­
nah port, creates new job op­
portunities throughout Sa­
vannah and the state. It also 
generates increased revenue 
for the Coastal Empire and 
secures the area as a compet­
itor for imports and exports 
as jumbo ships become more 
widely used. 
Projections made by the 
Georgia,Ports Authority es­
timate a drastic economic 
improvement for the state of 
Georgia after SHEP's imple­
mentation. They expect the 
project will create 295,443 
jobs in the state, increase 
sales by $61.7 billion, in­
crease Georgia's personal 
income by $15.5 billion, and 
bring in $2.6 billion in taxes 
for the state and local govern­
ments. The river deepening 
will also reduce the expenses 
of U.S. companies' exports, 
dropping costs a whopping 
17 percent per container. 
It's impossible to ignore 
these economic improve­
ments, especially in a time 
when global competition, 
economic stimulation and 
affordable trade are more 
important than ever. 
These changes will, howev­
er, impact the environment, 
and the Army Corps of En­
gineers acknowledged that 
in its Environmental Impact 
Statement. Some of what are 
now freshwater wetlands will 
change, morphing into salt­
water wetlands and bring­
ing in an entirely different 
array of wildlife, and that, 
understandably, upsets some 
people. 
But there are environmen­
tal upsides to this change 
as well. The deepening will 
better accommodate larger 
ships, reducing unexpected 
environmental damages 
made by ships currently 
pushing the limits of the too-
close-under-keel clearance. 
Fear of damaging the en­
vironment has blinded us 
to look at the picture as a 
whole. While the status quo 
is comfortable, it's becom­
ing less and less practical in 
a world of change. It's a mat­
ter of needs for Savannah, for 
Georgia and for the nation. 
What it really boils down 
to is deciding which option is 
more beneficial for the com­
munity. The answer? Dig 
this: city and state residents 
will see the benefits from 
the increased revenue of i n­
creased imports and exports, 
the unemployed benefit from 
the creation of new jobs, and 
everyone will benefit in the 
long run from this move to 
help Savannah, Georgia and 
the United States stay glob­
ally competitive. It's time 
to move forward with this 
change. 
Illustration by Gabrielle Hague 
Career fairs offer indispensable 
networking opportunities 
By Liz Wilson 
There's no denying that 
times are still tough for job 
seekers. Though we hear about 
the Dow rising and jobs slowly 
coming back,. Georgia's unem­
ployment rate still sits at 10.2 
percent. 
But the news is improving 
for recent and soon-to-be col­
lege graduates. According to 
the National Association of 
Colleges an d Employers, em­
ployers report they plan to hire 
. 13.5 percent more new bach­
elor's graduates from the class 
of 2011 than they did from the 
class of 2010. Understanding 
this good news, while still rec­
ognizing that we are in a diffi­
cult economy, job seekers must 
take advantage of every op­
portunity to meet and network 
with potential employers. 
Most often, potential em­
ployees make better first im­
pressions in person, rather 
than by submitting a resume 
online. A meeting with poten­
tial employers' representatives 
provides a chance to discuss 
personal strengths and goals, 
as well as how the available po­
sitions match up with the po­
tential employee's skill set. 
There is also the opportunity 
to convey nonverbal personal 
qualities such as poise, enthu- explore career options or to 
siasm, confidence and profes­
sionalism in a way that cannot 
be done on paper alone. Often, 
a career fair is the only chance 
to meet an employer in person 
prior to applying for a position. 
Armstrong Career Services 
is offering two career fairs this 
semester. 
From noon to 4 p.m. on 
March 2, students from the 
Colleges of Education, Liberal 
Arts, and Science and Technol­
ogy can meet with prospective 
employers including the Drug 
Enforcement Administration, 
Georgia Ports Authority, Wells 
Fargo and various school sys­
tems, among others. On April 
21, students from the College 
of Health Professions can con­
nect with Shepherd Center, 
South Georgia Medical Center, 
UHS-Pruitt and others from 4 
p.m. to 7 p.m. Both fairs take 
place in the Student Union 
Ballroom. 
Typically, people attending 
job fairs are seeking part-time 
or full-time employment. Arm­
strong's career fairs offer won­
derful opportunities for gradu­
ating students to meet and 
network with employers. 
There are, however, many 
other reasons to attend career 
fairs. Freshmen and sopho­
mores may want to attend to 
learn more about specific com­
panies. 
The world of work is not or­
ganized by major, so use career 
fairs as a resource to iden­
tify ways to use personal and 
technical skills learned during 
college. For instance, Edward 
Jones does not just hire fi­
nance or business majors, and 
the DEA offers inter nships in 
the fields of chemistry and in­
formation technology. 
Many of t he companies at­
tending offer summer intern­
ship programs, volunteer op­
portunities or part-time jobs 
throughout the year. Often, 
employers look for career-re­
lated experience on a potential 
applicant's resume — in addi­
tion to the education earned 
in college. Doing an internship 
or working a part-time job in 
a chosen career field is a great 
way to build up experience 
while still in college. 
It is also a good idea to decide 
ahead of time which employ­
ers to visit at the fair. Knowing 
something about the company 
beforehand shows interest, ini­
tiative and maturity. 
Presenting a professional ap­
pearance is of the utmost im­
portance when first meeting an 
employer. A student wearing 
sweatpants, shorts or other ca­
sual clothing does not convey 
to an employer that he or she is 
interested in a professional po­
sition. Dressing in work clothes 
gives stu dents credibility a nd 
indicates to an employer the 
seriousness of the applicant. 
Students can find an up-to-
date list of atten ding employ­
ers by logging onto the Career-
Web system on the university 
website. 
Career Services is offer­
ing a workshop to help stu­
dents prepare for the career 
fairs. Students will learn how 
to put together resumes and 
make the best impressions. 
The workshop is offered from 
Feb. 23-25, from noon to 1 
p.m. The session on Feb. 23 is 
in Ballroom A of the Student 
Union, and the other two ses­
sions are in Memorial College 
Center room 213. 
Students may also make in­
dividual appointments with 
Career Services by calling 912-
344-2563, stopping by Memo­
rial College Center room 101, 
e-mailing careers@armstrong. 
edu or by finding us on Fa-
cebook (Armstrong Career 
Services) and Linkedln (Arm­
strong Alumni Career Net­
work). 
See you on March 2 and 
April 21! 
Liz Wilson is director of Career Services at Armstrong. 
thel n kwel lonline.com 
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Columbus State Cougars claw past Pirates 
Week of February 17,2011 
Feb. 18: Baseball vs. Salem International, 2 p.m. 
Feb. 19: Baseball vs. Salem International, 1 p.m. 
Softball vs. Wingate, 1 p.m. 
Softball vs. Wingate, 3 p.m. 
Women's Basketball vs. USC Aiken, 5:30 p.m. 
Men's Basketball vs. USC Aiken, 7:30 p.m. 
Feb. 20: Baseball vs. Salem International, noon 
Tennis vs. Georgia College, 2 p.m. 
Feb. 21: Men's Golf at the Pirate Invitational at Savannah Quarters 
Country Club in Pooler 
Feb. 22: Men's Golf at the Pirate Invitational at Savannah Quarters 
Country Club in Pooler 
Feb. 23: Tennis at USC Aiken, 2:30 p.m. 
Women's Basketball at UNC Pembroke, 5:30 p.m. 
Men's Basketball at UNC Pembroke, 7:30 p.m. 
By Brittany Hodges 
Sports. Inkwell (ffigmail. com 
The Armstrong men's 
and women's basketball 
teams hosted the Cougars of 
Columbus State in a Peach Belt 
doubleheader on Saturday, 
Feb. 12. The Lady Cougars 
scored 28 bench points and 
scored 16 second-chance points 
to help them take the win 67-
50. The loss pushed the Pirates 
to the last spot of the PBC East 
division, with just three games 
left in regular season play. 
The first half wasn't the best 
for the Lady Pirates. They only 
had two points in the paint, two 
points from the bench and six 
points from the free throw line. 
The Lady cougars were up 22-
11 with 7:29 left in the first half. 
Armstrong went into halftime 
down by 13,34-21. 
Columbus State pulled away 
during the second half. The 
Lady Pirates never took the 
lead. Both teams had 16 points 
in the paint in the second 
half, bu t Columbus State had 
12 second chance points to 
Armstrong's six and 12 bench 
points to Armstrong's two. I n 
the end, Columbus State left 
the Pirates scoreless on a 14-0 
run to take the win 67-50. 
Jazmin Walker led the Lady 
Pirates in scoring with 17 
points and four steals: Arpine 
Amirkhanyan had 11 points 
and 13 rebounds. Mauri Wells 
also chipped in eight points. 
The men started the game 
veiy hopeful b ut gave u p the 
lead in the second half to suffer | 
a loss, 89-76. 
The first half was promising 
for the Pirates. They were 19-
of-33 from t he field and were 
4-of-9 from behind the arc. The 
Pirates converted well, scoring 
17 points off turnovers, where 
North Georgia only scored five. 
The men also had 16 points off 
the bench to the Cougars' six. 
The Pirates went on a 22-2 
run to have a big lead, 39-20 
with a little less than four 
minutes left in the first half. 
Columbus State, however, came 
back to cut the lead to 46-37 at 
the half. 
Things began to slip away 
from the Pirates in the second 
half. With 15:34 left in the 
second half, it was a tied ball 
game at 53-all. The Pirates 
were able to keep the lead, 
until a three-pointer by Blake 
Zamudio put the Cougars 
ahead. The Cougars went on a 
15-2 run to pull away and win 
the game, 89-76. 
Columbus State put four 
players in double figures. 
Steve Peterson led the Cougars 
with 24 points. Jarmarquis 
Steverson had 16, followed 
by Darius McKnight with 14. 
Andrew Houts chipped in 10 
points. 
Armstrong also placed 
four players in double digits. 
Chris Vandlandingham led 
the Pirates with 13 points. 
Chris Edwards and Keyshore 
Williams had 12 points apiece. 
DeVon Jones chipped in 11 
points. Brett Goodwell added 
nine points. Mychal Horn had 
seven points. 
The men were not content 
with the way they gave up the 
lead. 
"We have trouble keeping 
leads, our defense is terrible, 
it was a game we should have 
won, but we couldn't pull it 
out," Horn said. "We can't let 
this loss affect us. Sometimes 
you have to leave the pieces on 
the floor and move on." 
Both teams will host USC 
Aiken on Saturday, Feb. 19, for 
homecoming and senior night 
in the last home game of th e 
2010-11 season. 
Ga. Southwestern Hurricanes sweep away Lady Pirates, 71-47 
rnoto Dy uusnn Aaa 
Jazmin Walker led the Lady Pirates in scoring with 17 points and four steals against Columbus State Feb. 
in Alumni Arena. 
cut the lead 34-27 to go 
into halftime. 
The Hurricanes came out 
ready to play in the second 
half, as they went on a 14-4 
run in the first five minutes. 
Armstrong was 5-29 from 
the field in the second half 
to give up the win by 24 
points. Ga. Southwestern 
had 27 points off turnovers 
to Armstrong's 10. Ga. 
Southwestern was 20-22 
from the free throw line. 
Also Ga. Southwestern 
had 27 bench points while 
the Lady Pirates had 18. 
The lead changed seven 
times over the course of the 
game. 
The Lady Pirates were 
led by Arpine Amirkhanyan 
with 15 points. Brooke 
Long chipped in seven 
points and Ashley Slade 
scored six points. Mauri 
Wells grabbed 15 rebounds. 
Jazmin Walker added five 
assists and five steals. The 
Lady Hurricanes were led 
by Terra Branch with 19 
points. Kanita Hollowa^ 
chipped in 13 points and 
five rebounds. 
With the season coming 
to a close, the Lady Pirates 
are still hopeful about the 
remaining games. 
"We just have to keep our 
heads up," Walker said. 
"We still have more games, 
and with our conference 
you never know how things 
can go. It's whoever shows 
up on that night, so we still 
have a chance. We can't 
give up." 
Lone senior Amirkhanyan 
agrees and is still optimistic 
about the season. 
"I just want to finish the 
season strong, and I'm 
happy to know that we still 
have a chance to make the 
conference tournament," 
Amirkhanyan said. 
By Brittany Hodges 
Sports.Inkwell@gniail.com 
Choto by Dustm Adams 
Mauri Wells grabbed 15 rebounds against the Lady Hurricanes Feb 10. in Alumni Arena. 
The Lady Pirates fell short 
against the Hurricanes 
of Georgia Southwestern 
in a Peach Belt match in 
Alumni Arena on Feb. 10. 
Armstrong scored only 
five baskets in the second 
half to lose 71-47. The loss 
put the Lady Pirates in 
the fourth spot in the PBC 
East division, while the win 
placed Ga. Southwestern in 
the fourth spot in the PBC 
West division. 
The Lady Pirates shot 
just 42.3 percent in the 
first half and were 1-2 from 
behind the arc. The Lady 
Pirates were up by three 
with 16:20 left in the first 
half and didn't lead again 
for the rest of the game. 
Ga. Southwestern had a 
12-point lead in the first 
half, but the Lady Pirates 
Pirates send Southern Indiana home screaming 
By Katie R. Balcom 
Armstrong walked into a 
tough weekend of play as they 
stepped into the box against 
defending DII champions 
Southern Indiana (1-2). The 
Pirates began a three -game se­
ries Friday, Feb. 12. Armstrong 
(3-2) came off last weekend's 
series splitter, delayed by rain, 
into baseball-ready weather 
over the weekend. 
Friday's play ran into an ex­
tra inning as Armstrong and 
Southern Indiana battled to 
take control of t he series. The 
Screaming Eagles took no time 
to begin the game. Adam En-
right clutch RBI single scored 
Michael Huling in the top of 
the first. The Pirates answered 
quickly, with an RBI double 
by Josh Purvis, evening up the 
ballgame at 1-1. Wasting no 
time, Drew Walker (.444) cap­
tured the lead for Armstrong 
in the bottom of the second 
with a solo shot followed by an 
RBI by Lawrence Jackson to 
put the Pirates up 3-1. 
Southern Indiana took the 
Pirates' challenge by com­
ing back in the sixth with a 
4-3 rally credited to Jarrod 
Rose's two-run double. Pirates 
evened the game 
out in the sev­
enth, dragging the 
game into extra 
innings. Pirates 
suffered the first 
loss in the series 
after 12 innings 
6-4. 
Trent Landafo-
1) took the loss for 
the Pirates, allow­
ing four hits and 
two runs in two 
and one-thirds 
innings, walking 
three and striking 
out two. 
Brad Vance 
went three for 
six with the two 
RBIs to lead the 
Screaming Eagles 
as Huling, Justin 
Blinn and Enright 
collected two hits each at the 
plate. 
Saturday, Feb. 12, was a new 
game for the Pirates, shutting 
down the top ranked Scream­
ing Eagles. Pitching was the 
key to the Pirates' success. 
Scott Strickland (2-0) picked 
up his second win of the sea­
son. 
"It felt phenomenal, the 
team played great defense and 
Sports Communications 
Senior Michael Price's RBI double led the Pirates to a 
3-2 win over defending DII national champion South­
ern Indiana Feb. 13 on Pirate Field. 
really hammered the ball of­
fensively," Strickland said. "I 
couldn't be more pleased with 
the way the team is progress­
ing. We look awesome out 
there. We are one big family 
and it is showing in our recent 
success." 
Strickland gave Southern 
Indiana's hitters no room at 
the plate, allowing no hits over 
the last four innings. Collect­
ing the complete game shut­
out, Strickland sent the last 
eight batters back to the dug­
out with nothing to show for 
their efforts. 
Armstrong wasted no time 
in the batter's box. In the first, 
catcher John Roberts led the 
Pirates to a 1-0 lead with an 
RBI double. Continuing on 
a hot streak, Clayton Miller 
(.500) pushed two Pirates 
around the bases on an RBI 
double and wild pitch in the 
fourth. 
Refusing to stop the bats, 
Armstrong added two more to 
the total in the sixth, followed 
by a heavy swinging six-run 
seventh inning. Chris Zittrou-
er (.667) knocked a two-run 
homer followed by Barn-
hill's two-run double, leaving 
Southern Indiana screaming 
for mercy. 
"It feels great to start off 
good because when you get off 
to a good start, it sets a tone 
and teammates always feed off 
good energy," Zittrouer said. 
Taylor Dennis (0-1) the start­
ing pitcher for the Screaming 
Eagles, bared the loss, allow­
ing four hits and three runs in 
five innings, walking two and 
striking out one. 
At the plate, the Pirates 
were in command. Zittrouer 
finished his second 3-3 game 
of the year, crossing the plate 
three times and collecting two 
RBIs. Not to be left out, Barn-
hill, Miller, Walker and Robert 
produced two hits at the plate. 
Tyler Choate was the only 
one of the Screaming Eagles to 
collect two h its during Satur­
day's play. 
Armstrong continued to 
game three in the series Sun­
day, Feb. 13. Both teams 
played a tight match up at 1-1 
until the bottom of the sixth. 
Armstrong took the lead with 
a walk by Walker led by a solid, 
base hit by Jackson to leave 
men on the corners. A wild 
pitch allowed Jackson to ad­
vance bases. Pinch hitter, Josh 
Heath laid down the sacrifice 
bunt, driving Walker home 
and collecting an RBI. 
Southern Indiana tied the 
game up in the top of the ninth 
on a wild pitch, allowing Hul­
ing to cross the plate, adding 
pressure to the Pirates going 
into the bottom of the inning. 
The last inning of the series 
was capped off by Barnhill's 
lead single between the short­
stop gaps, followed by Alex 
Frederick laying down the sac­
rifice bunt advancing the run­
ner to second. Senior switch-
hitting, center fielder Mich; 
Price showed an uncharacft 
istic display of power as he d 
livered a walk-off double th 
hit the right field wall, drivii 
around Barnhill for the wi 
ning run. 
"Getting that hit felt gre 
because all we wanted to < 
was give Chris Base his fh 
win of the season," Price sai 
"He pitched a real good gam 
and we did not want him 
leave the game with a no dec 
sion or a loss, so I'm glad tha 
was able to do that for him." 
Right-handed pitcher Chi 
Base (1-0) collected a cor 
plete game win, allowing s 
hits, two runs, one walk ar 
six strike outs on the day. 
Reliever for the Screamir 
Eagles, Dan Marcacci (o-i 
gave the Pirates two hits ar 
a run during his one inning c 
the mound. 
Frederick and Walker cam 
out of the game, collecting tw 
hits apiece, while only Hulir 
from Southern Indiana co 
lected two hits. 
The Pirates will return Fr 
day, Feb. 18, against Salem Ir 
ternational at 2 p.m. at Pirate 
Field in non-conference play. 
The Inkwell 
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Lady Pirates step to bat over weekend 
Sports Conim.ini ^ *• 
Page 5 | Sports 
unications 
The No. 22-ranked Arm-
^JS Wftban team opened 
*** °U season success-
S y notching a double-
header sweep of visiting 
Georgia Southwestern State 
8 o and 4-2, on Saturday! 
£OK n o3t the ^strong Softball Field. 
The Lady Pirates won game 
one in six innings over the 
Lady Hurricanes, then used 
a three-run fourth inning to 
come away with the 4-2 win 
in game two. 
Megan Barnwell hurled a 
four-hit shutout in game one, 
walking two and striking out 
eight, to notch the victory 
for the Lady Pirates. Baillie 
Temples went 3-for~3 with 
two runs and two RBIs, while 
April Jowers went 3-for-4 
with three runs scored. 
Ga. Southwestern starter 
Jessica Martin took the loss 
in game one, giving up six hits 
and seven runs - five earned 
- in five innings, walking six 
and striking out one. 
In game two, the Pirates' 
Shelby Duff cranked a solo 
homerun and limited ' the 
Lady Hurricanes to six hits 
and two unearned runs, walk­
ing three and striking out 
three, in the 4—2 win to claim 
the sweep. Heather Walker 
drove in a pair of runs with a 
pinch-hit double in the three-
run fourth inning. 
Ga. Southwestern starter 
Christie Shankle gave up 
four hits and four runs - two 
earned - in four innings of 
work to take the loss, walking 
one and striking out one. 
The Armstrong Softball 
team swept a doubleheader 
from Newberry College on 
Sunday, Feb. 13, at the Arm­
strong Softball Field. Shelby 
Duffs two-run homerun in 
the fifth inning of g ame one 
gave the Pirates a 4-2 win, 
then the Pirates pounded out 
15 hits in a 13-8 win in game 
two. 
The Lady Pirates (4-0) 
trailed in the fourth inning of 
game one against the Wolves 
(3-3) after Newberry's Chel-
sie Hilbourn lined a two-run 
homerun to put the visitors 
up, 2-1. Armstrong tied the 
game in the bottom of the 
fourth on a bases-loaded 
'walk by Ashley Buckett. 
In the bottom of the fifth, 
April Jowers led off the in­
ning with a single, then one 
batter later, Duff hit a line 
drive homerun to left field, 
putting Armstrong up by 
two, 4-2. 
Starter Megan Barnwell 
(2-0) then cruised the rest of 
the way, picking up the win 
by hurling a complete-game 
two-hitter, striking out 13 
for the win. Newberry starter 
Felicia Taylor (1-1) took the 
loss, giving up four hits and 
Pirates7 Plunde 
Photo by Dustin Adams 
The Lady Pirates swept Ga. Southwestern and Newberry on Feb 12-13 for 
a 4-0 record overall and 2-0 PBC record. 
four runs - three earned - in 
six innings, walking four and 
striking out two. 
Armstrong spotted New­
berry three unearned runs in 
the top of t he first inning of 
game two as a pair of throw­
ing errors by pitcher Hillary 
Martin sandwiched around 
a two-run single by Jennifer 
Yancey put the Wolves up, 
3-o. 
The Pirates scored single 
runs in the first and second 
inning, then plated three in 
the third to take a 5-3 lead. 
Armstrong then seemingly 
put the game away in the 
fourth with five runs - includ­
ing a two-run double by Duff 
- but Newberry answered 
with four runs in the top of 
the fifth, capped by a three-
run homerun by Yancey. 
Duff relieved Martin after 
the homerun by Yancey and 
limited the Wolves to just 
two hits and one run in 22/3 
innings pitched, striking out 
four, and Armstrong scored 
three more times in the fifth 
to put the game out of reach. 
Martin (1-0) collected the 
win for the Pirates, giving up 
nine hits and seven runs -
four earned - in 4 1/3 innings 
pitched, walking one and 
striking out four, while Duff 
notched her first save of t he 
season. 
Amber Holley (2-1) took 
the loss in game two for the 
Wolves, giving up 10 hits and 
eight runs in 3 1/3 innings 
Armstrong Sports Trivia, previews and more 
Compiled by Brittany Hodges 
Sports.Inkwell@gmail.com 
Pirate's Sports Trivia 
1. In which place did the Pirates finish at the 2010 
NCAA Division II Men's Golf South/Southeast Re­
gional? 
2. How many seniors are on the 2010-11 Pirates golf 
team? 
3. Who is the student assistant coach of the Pirates 
golf team? » 
4. How did the Pirates golf team rank in the 2010-11 
Nike Golf Division II Coaches' Poll? 
5. Before being reinstated in 2000, when was there 
last a men's golf program at Armstrong? 
Check your answers at the bottom of the page. 
pitched, .walking one. 
April Jowers tied her own 
Armstrong single-game re­
cord in game two with five 
hits, going 5-for-5 with two 
runs and an RBI. She set the 
record with five hits against 
East Stroudsburg on Feb. 27, 
2010. Duff went 3-for-4 with 
four runs scored and three 
RBI, while Baillie Temples 
also went 3-for-4 with three 
RBIs, including a two-run 
homerun. 
Newberry's Yancey led the 
Wolves in game two by going 
3-for-4 with six RBIs, while 
Taylor went 2-for-3 with two 
runs scored in game two. 
On the horizon 
Basketball: 
Feb. 19 
Lady Pirates finish sixth at Newberry College Invitational 
Sports Communications 
The Armstrong women's 
golf team battled gusty 
winds and shot a first-
f round 344 on Monday, Feb. 
14 to sit in seventh place 
after the first round of the 
Newberry College Invita­
tional at Moss Creek Coun­
try Club in Hilton Head, 
S.C. 
UNC Pembroke led .the 
12-team field with a 316 
score on Monday at the 
par-74, 5,808-yard course, 
while host Newberry was 
second after carding a 325. 
Barry (332), Flagler (335) 
and Carson-Newman (336) 
rounded out the top five 
team scores. 
Freshman Rebecca Gold­
man led the Lady Pirates 
individually af­
ter shooting a 
first-round 84, 
tying for 18th 
i n d i v i d u a l l y .  
Senior Sarah 
Johns shot an 
85 and tied for 
24th individu­
ally, while soph­
omore Kelly 
Pearce shot an 
87 and tied for 
33rd individu­
ally. 
Junior Kim 
Knox and soph­
omore Jenny 
Payne each 
carded first-
round 88 srnrps Sports Communications 
. Rebecca Goldman had her first career top 10 perfor-
and were tied mance for the Lady Pirates at the Newberry College 
for 37th indi- Invitational Feb. 15. 
vidually after Monday's ac­
tion. 
Play concluded with a 
single round of 18 holes 
on Tuesday, Feb. 15, with a 
shotgun start at 9:30 a.m. 
The women's team shot a 
final-round 345, moving up 
one spot to finish in sixth 
place after Tuesday's ac­
tion. 
The Lady Pirates finished 
the two-day tournament 
' with a 689 total, edging past 
Queens, N.C. (691) from 
the first round into sixth. 
UNC Pembroke (637) cap­
tured the tournament by 11 
strokes over host Newberry 
(648), with Barry (662), 
Carson-Newman (684) and 
Flagler (685) rounding out 
the top five. 
Freshman Rebecca Gold­
man shot an 80 on Tues­
day — the sixth-best round 
of the day of the tourna­
ment field — to finish tied 
for 10th individually with 
a 164 total, her first career 
top 10 performance for the 
Lady Pirates. Senior Sarah 
Johns shot an 86 and fin­
ished tied for 21st with a 
171 total, while sophomore 
Kelly Pearce carded an 89 
and finished tied for 35th 
individually with a 176 to­
tal. 
Junior Kim Knox and 
sophomore Jenny Payne 
each carded rounds of 90 
on Tuesday and finished 
tied for 43rd with two-day 
178 totals. 
Armstrong returns to ac­
tion on March 6-7, hosting 
the Armstrong Lady Pirate 
Invitational at Savannah 
Quarters Country Club in 
Pooler. 
fya<?**• 
at UNC Pembroke 
Men's Golf: 
Feb. 21-22 • 
at AASU Pirate Invitational at 
Savannah Quarters Country Club 
in Pooler 
Baseball: 
Feb. 18-20 
A 
f 
vs. Salem International 
Softball: 
Feb. 19 
Pirates have victory against Ga. Southwestern 
By TeOsha Mayo 
The Pirates added yet 
another win to this sea­
son's record Thursday, 
Feb. 10. Armstrong faced 
the Hurricanes of Georgia 
Southwestern and ended 
with a six-point victory and 
a score of 86—80. By half-
time, they were only up one 
point, and the score was 
41-40. 
Senior Jesse Wheeler led 
the Pirates in scoring with 
22 points and three blocks. 
Chris Edwards earned the 
team 16 points. Another 
13 points came from junior 
Devon Jones. Keyshore Wil­
liams and Chris Vanland-
ingham both chipped in 12 
points. Although confident 
in his team, Coach Jeremy 
Luther was concerned at 
moments about playing the 
team that was third in the 
region. 
"They jumped us by two 
in the second half, and for 
a second there I thought, 
'This team's got to respond 
from here on out,"' he said. 
Luther regained confi­
dence in his team as play­
ers stepped up'later in the 
second half. 
"Then we had that con­
sistent offense we were 
talking about," Luther said. 
"We were scoring fairly 
easy and they were strug­
gling to score buckets, so 
I felt good. We just had to 
take care of the basketball 
and continue with our ef­
fort." 
Weekly Sports Recap 
By Bnttany Hodges Basketball: 
Sports.Inkwell@gmail.com 
Womens 
Softball: 
Feb. 12 vs. Georgia 
Southwestern W 8-0 
vs. Georgia Southwestern 
W4-2 " 
Feb. 10 vs. Georgia 
Southwestern L 71-47 
Feb. 12 vs. Columbus 
State L 67-50 
„ , Men's 
.... , Feb. 10vs.Georgia 
Feb. 13 vs. Newberry W 4 Southwestern W 86-80 
vs. Newberry W13-8 peb. 12 vs. Columbus 
Shelby Duff named PBC State L 89-76 
Softball Player of the Week 
Wheeler was satisfied 
with not only his perfor­
mance but also how well 
his team played. 
"Other players stepped 
up and made good plays, 
and we also hit our free 
throws," Wheeler said. 
Edwards shared that 
same confidence. 
"I didn't doubt our team," 
Edwards said. "I felt like we 
were good enough to beat 
that team, but I also felt 
like we needed to step up 
playing as a'team. They're 
ranked and we're not, but 
we should be." 
Luther said if the players 
have the right mindset, they 
will win the next game. 
"It took us a long time to 
gel, but now that we did, 
it's going to be a sight to 
Baseball: 
Feb. 11 v s. Southern 
Indiana L 6-4 
Feb. 12 vs. Southern 
Indiana W 11-0 
Feb. 13 vs. Southern 
Indiana W 3-2 
Scott Strickland named 
PBC Baseball P itcher of 
the Week 
Ranked 22nd i n Collegiate 
Baseball D ll C oaches'Top 
30 poll 
see," Ed­
wards said. 
Edwards is 
also glad to 
see the stu­
dents still 
coming to 
show sup­
port. 
" A n y t i m e  
we can get 
any crowd 
out there, 
and it sounds 
better than at 
practice, we 
a p p r e c i a t e  
all of that." 
vs.Wingate 
Tennis: 
Feb.20 
vs. Georgia College 
Feb. 23 
at USC Aiken 
Chris Vanlandingham 
en route to 12 points 
Alumni Arena. 
Photo by Dustin Adams 
was 3-of-7 from the 3-point line 
against the Flurricanes Feb. 10 in 
Tennis: 
Women's 
Feb. 13 vs. Anderson W 9-0 
Men's 
Feb. 13 vs. Rollins W 8-1 
vs. Anderson W 9-0 
Eudaldo Bonet named PBC 
Men's Tennis Player of the 
Week 
Armstrong Sports Trivia Answers 
1. The Pirates golf team finished 17th at the 2010 
NCAA Division II Men's Golf South/Southeast Region­
al. 
2. There are two seniors on the 2010-11 Pirates golf 
team: Parker Gordon and Ridge Purcell. 
3- Von Shenefelt is the student assistant coach of the 
Pirates golf team. 
4. The Pirates golf team was ranked 22nd in the 2010-
11 Nike Golf Division II Coaches' Poll. 
5. The 1987-88 season was the last golf season before 
the reinstatement in 2000. 
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ARTS & 
ENTERTAINMENT 
Feb. 17: The Department of Art, Music and Theater presents Michael Fahey's student saxophone recital at 2:30 p.m. in the Fine Arts Auditorium 
Feb 18: The Campus Union Board presents Casino Night at 8 p.m. in Savannah Ballroom 
Poetiy Society of Georgia presents poet Gregory Djanikian at 1:30 p.m. in Ogeechee Theatre 
Feb 20: The Department of Art, Music and Theater presents "An Artistic Discovery" gallery reception at 2 p.m. in the Fine Arts Gallery 
Feb 21: The Campus Union Board presents Open Mic Night with special guest Shanelle Gabrielle at 8 p.m. in Savannah Ballroom 
Feb 22: The Department of Arts, Music and Theater presents 2011 Music Ensembles Showcase Concert at 7:30 p.m. in the Fine Arts Auditorium 
Savannah Book Festival offers chance to mingle with authors 
Annual literary event brings authors to hostess city 
For a fewyears now, several 
Savannahians have put great 
effort into creating a festival 
that brings together the lives, 
cultures and brilliance of 
many diverse authors. This 
year, at the fourth annual 
Savannah Book Festival, 
the city's inhabitants 
will get another taste of 
this engrossing literary 
environment. 
With such a rich literary 
background, it only makes 
sense for Savannah to be 
home of the premier literary 
event on the southern coast. 
At least, that's what the 
board members of the festival 
think. 
"Savannah seems to leave 
an impression on those who 
visit, and it's home to famous 
authors such as Flannery 
O'Connor,". said Savannah 
Book Festival board member 
Katherine Oxnard Ellis. 
"When the SBF founder, 
Matt Prickett, came to 
Savannah, he wondered why 
there was no book festival," 
Ellis said. "There was already 
a children's book festival, 
but with that kind of literary 
heritage, why not have an 
By Shawn Evans 
Courtesy of Savannah Book Festival 
Left: An aerial view of people dining at the 2010 Sunday Brunch for the Savannah Book Festival. Right: Rick Bragg participates in a book signing at the 2010 festival. 
adult book festival as well?" 
Ellis said. 
Thus the festival was born. 
The event is a free and 
publicly open non-profit 
event dedicated to sharing 
many facets of the unique 
literary culture brewing in 
the United States. 
"The SBF unifies all of 
the literary world here in 
Savannah," said author and 
Savannah State University 
professor Chad Faries. 
"It's good exposure for 
authors, it's free for attendees. 
It's a really great mix for the 
community," he said. 
The festival offers the 
chance for those who love 
literature to learn about 
authors, as well as the 
opportunity for authors to 
tell their story. 
"We invite authors to come 
and tell their stories about 
life, inspirations, everything 
about . their careers as 
writers," Ellis said. 
"There are no seminars or 
panels, we skip the boring 
stuff," she said. "Every author 
has an hour dedicated to 
them, so if you'd like to sit in 
and listen to what a particular 
author has to say, you can. If 
it's not your kind of thing, 
you're welcome to leave and 
visit another author. 
"Just try not to disturb 
anyone," she said. 
Ellis said the festival, 
which takes place in Telfair 
Square, at Jepson Center, 
Telfair Academy and Trinity 
Church, tries to bring a very 
fun and personal atmosphere 
to this style of event. 
"We will have 
representatives from many 
genres, poets, fiction writers, 
historians," Ellis said. "We 
cover the gamut." 
Along with several up-
and-coming writers are well-
known and well-respected 
authors such as Sandra 
Brown and Tobias Wolff. 
Even with the whirlwind 
schedule of simultaneous 
events, Ellis confirmed that 
there should be ample time 
to meet and talk to several of 
the authors in attendance. 
As a result, book enthusiasts 
will be able to get that copy of 
"Tough Customer" or "This 
Boy's Life" autographed. 
There will also be locations 
set up to allow attendees a 
chance to purchase works 
by all of the authors at the 
event. 
Ellis said students may 
also be interested in visiting 
the Free Speech tent. 
"We'll have a tent set up 
that allows students from 
AASU, SCAD and SSU a 
chance to share their own 
work," Ellis said. 
"We would also love to 
have volunteers." 
Hip-hop journalist brings insight to Armstrong 
Multicultural Affairs hosts 'History of Southern Hip-hop' 
By Maggie Stone 
Arts.Inkwell@gmail.com 
"I'm still tripping that 
hip-hop is academic," said 
Carlton Wade, a hip-hop 
journalist who writes for 
VIBE, BET, MTV.com and 
most major music media 
outlets. On Saturday, Feb. 
12, at 7 p.m., the Office of 
Multicultural Affairs hosted 
Wade at Savannah Ballroom, 
for a lecture entitled "The 
History of Southern Hip-
hop." 
Wade described himself 
as coming from the projects, 
and growing up in the depths 
ofpoverty. Hesaidhegrewup 
listening to Cash Money and 
Lil' Slim, which influenced 
his life profoundly. 
"Give me something I've 
never heard before," Wade 
said. "The first time I heard 
Scarface or Trick Daddy, I 
had never heard anything 
like that before." 
With 20 years experience 
with the history of hip-hop, 
and a career as a music 
journalist,. Wade is working 
on a documentary of 
southern hip-hop artists. 
"I don't know where I am 
taking this," Wade said. 
"MTV might pick it up if they 
can pay the money." 
Wade has interviewed 
many hip-hop artists 
including Lil' Jon, 8 Ball, 
and Rick Ross. Wade had 
anecdotes to share on many 
artists during his lecture. 
"Lil' Jon's dad is an actual 
rocket scientist," Wade said. 
"He builds rockets." 
Wade said artists such as 
Lil' Jon dumb themselves 
down to make hits. He went 
on to point out that few 
artists actually experience 
what they lyrically put out 
there. 
"For as long as I can 
remember, rap music has 
been braggadocios," Wade 
said. 
"Our music is the only 
place we have power. 
Rappers say things like 'I 
have a Cadillac as long as 
. the street.' I have known 
maybe five rappers who have 
actually experienced what 
they rap about." 
After discussing different 
theories about lyrics, 
Wade answered a student's 
question about the difference 
between rap and hip-hop. 
"Rap is music," Wade said. 
"Hip-hop is a culture. The 
four main parts of hip-hop 
are rapping, DJ-ing, graffiti 
and dancing. Hip-hop is a 
local culture gone global. 
I think Atlanta has stayed 
the most true to hip-hop 
culture." 
Wade went on to credit 
southern states and regions, 
such as Atlanta, for the birth 
and longevity of hip-hop. 
He acknowledged the rich 
musical history in these 
locations as the catalysts of 
hip-hop. 
"A lot of people never 
understood the culture 
of the South," Wade said. 
"Every city down south that 
had hip-hop — there was 
jazz, funk, and blues before 
it. I remember walking 
down 125th street, and I 
swear. every song I heard 
was southern hip-hop. 
I think if the South wasn't 
there, there would be no 
hip-hop." Sophomore Alexis 
Bykes had a mixed reaction 
to the presentation. 
"I would have liked more 
of a music presentation,". 
Bykes said. 
"With the fact that he's 
been studying hip-hop for 
20 years, I figured I would 
learn a little more about his 
knowledge and insights." 
Event host Ellen Evans said 
the presentation exceeded 
her expectations. 
"I think that the program 
was very enlightening," 
Evans said. 
"It gave the students more 
insight on the things that 
they thought they knew 
about hip-hop. 
"It gave them more clarity 
and changed their mindset 
on what they thought hip-
hop was. One student 
pretty much didn't know 
the difference between rap 
and hip-hop, but Mr. Wade 
summed it up for us." 
Although Sophomore 
Brandee Fischermoki was 
already familiar with mucb 
of the lecture material, she 
said she still enjoyed the 
presentation. 
"Mr. Wade was pretty 
dead on in his assumptions 
and the way he thinks," 
Fischermoki said. 
"L would have liked to 
hear more music samples 
or examples of artists and 
music he was talking about. 
All in all, I thought it was a 
good presentation. I think 
events like this need more 
exposure." 
Evans said she plans to give 
more exposure to programs 
like this in the future. "We 
will definitely have more 
programs," Evans said. 
"As a matter of fact, on the 
25th, we will have a program 
on the culture of hip-hop 
and how it has affected the 
youth." 
Based on the past 20 years 
of hip-hop, Wade said he 
is optimistic about what 
the future holds. "Great 
rap music puts you in that 
person's shoes," Wade said. 
"I hope the future of hip-hop 
is in the underground." 
Fashion Week sheds winter layers 
Designers spring forward into new season 
By Natalie Terrazola 
Fashion enthusiasts in 
the Coastal Empire can 
leave winter behind and 
spring forward into a new 
fashion season that offers 
a few surprises. 
During New York 
Fashion Week, Feb. 10 
-17, the top designers 
revealed their latest spring 
collections, which point 
shoppers toward on-trend. 
wardrobes. 
This season's style 
transports fashion 
aficionados into the scene 
of rousing exoticism, 
purely white and vibrant 
colors, emitting the idea of 
"the bolder, the better." 
Louis Vuitton, Gucci, 
and Diane von Furstenberg 
fully utilize the color 
palette. These high-end 
designers mix two to three 
shades together creating 
a wow-factor, such as 
blending pink, orange, 
and purple, or lime and 
emerald green. 
Junior Kasey Stewart will 
be showing off this look 
this season. Stewart said 
attempting this look could 
easily get out of hand. 
"I absolutely adore 
the bright color trend," 
Stewart sa'id. "However, I 
don't like it when people 
go overboard with it. 
Those people who 
decide they want to wear 
highlighter-yellow shirts 
with bright pink shorts and 
neon-green sneakers are 
just putting way too much 
pop in their outfit." 
In order to pull off this 
look, leaders in the fashion 
industry recommend 
pairing brights with 
neutral colored shoes and 
handbag, while keeping 
hair and makeup styles 
simple. 
With the right balance of 
the color palate, the look 
can be eye-catching. On the 
other end of the spectrum, 
more traditional designers 
value the trademark spring 
look: clean, crisp, white 
clothing. 
Calvin Klein, Michael 
Kors and Dolce & Gabbana 
have all incorporated white 
into their latest collections, 
crafting a look of innocence 
and purity. 
Students wishing to 
sport this look can wear a 
simple peasant blouse or 
dress, paired with a nude-
colored belt or shoes. 
Flaunting vibrant-colored 
accessories instead of 
just nude colors can also 
attract extra attention to 
the outfit. 
Freshman Brittany 
Williams is hesitant 
on sporting what some 
designers deem the 
"angelic" look, as she 
recalls a messy situation. 
"I love the look, but the 
last time I wore white 
pants, I sat in some dirt 
and had to walk around 
with dirty pants for the 
rest of the day," Williams 
said. 
If mastering the white 
clothing takes a little 
extra caution and finesse, 
accessorizing is an easier 
way for people to stay on-
trend this season. Adding 
an extra flower bud into 
floral print, the look of 
exoticism is a hit. 
Asian-inspired and 
infused with a bit of the 
English countryside, bright 
floral print contrasted 
against dark silk satin is 
striking. 
Louis Vuitton, Vera 
Wang and Christian Dior 
add some extra flavor to 
this spring season with 
this imported trend. 
A great way to finish off 
this outfit is by wearing 
neutral orintensely colored 
shoes, topped with a deep 
lip color. 
As these trends become 
popular, these styles will 
be widely available in the 
department stores, and, as 
Stewart suggests, achieved 
at an affordable price. 
"You can purchase these 
looks, of course, from the 
actual designers," Stewart 
said. "However, most of us 
don't have a spare $500 to 
spend on one skirt or on 
one pair of shoes." 
Junior Kim McDonald 
is confident that one can 
do their spring shopping 
while sticking to a budget. 
"I find the things I like 
at a budget-friendly price, 
being a college student and 
all, " McDonald said. 
When it comes to 
personal style, there are 
plenty of options for colors, 
sizes and brands. 
These ideas, planted 
by top designers, can 
help spring blossom into 
wardrobes worldwide. 
I 
Stay 
Entertained 
in Savannah 
Keith Bernstein/Focus Features/MCT 
Tahar Rahim, left, Jamie Bell, center, and Channing Tatiim star in the Roman epic adventure "The Eagle," a Focus 
Features release directed by Academy Award winner Kevin Macdonald. 
Aquila's father in a previ­
ous campaign. 
Armed with only meager 
supplies and a Celtic slave 
(Jamie Bell), Aquila begins 
a hunt into the wilderness 
in hopes of finding The Ea­
gle and restoring his fam­
ily's honor. 
From the very beginning, 
I could tell this movie was a 
disaster. 
Typically, the goal of film 
is to convey a story where 
the audience feels connect­
ed with the main character 
and sides with their plight 
— "The Eagle," however, 
seems perfectly engineered 
from the very beginning to 
make the audience despise 
the "hero," Aquila, and "the 
good guys," the Romans. In 
fact, I've never seen a mov­
ie try so hard to make their 
protagonists look so bad. 
In addition to the fact that 
every other line is devoted 
to making the plot-quest 
sound like a dumb idea — 
which it is — the characters 
in the story never seem to 
stop making the Romans 
look like complete socio­
paths. The kicker is, even 
the Roman soldiers admit 
that they completely had it 
all coming. 
Honestly, the acting 
isn't much better than the 
plot — but it's a bad action 
movie, I think that speaks 
for itself. This movie could 
be cast top to bottom with 
Oscar winners and it still 
wouldn't make the charac­
ters any more consistent or 
believable. 
One minute Aquila gives 
a speech about honor and 
glory, the next he murders 
a small Celtic child from 
behind as he tries to flee 
from an unprovoked attack 
in some woods near his 
home. 
Honestly, I could go on 
for hours about the atroc­
ity that is "The Eagle," but 
I'll sum it up in short: "The 
Eagle" is a disgusting piece 
of popcorn cinema, full to 
the brim with stilted ac­
tion, inconsistent charac­
ters, shoddy acting, inaccu­
rate portrayals of r ace, and 
completely reprehensible 
plot presentations. 
It's a reprehensible piece 
of junk, and if I were you, 
I would stay far, far away 
— th ere's nothing for you 
here. 
i f i  
1.5 out of 5 stars 
A Focus Features pro­
duction. Directed by Kevin 
MacDonald. 
Starring Channing Tatum 
and Jamie Bell. Rated PG-
13 for battle sequences and 
some disturbing images. 
m 
Want professional writing experience? 
Then write for 
THE INKWELL 
Are you an English communications major in need of portfolio 
? Or does $10* per assignment sound like an easy way to 
busy and pick up a little cash? Or are you simply curious? 
E-mail chief.inkwell@gmail.com 
On Friday, Feb. 18, at 6 
p.m., Desotorow Gallery on 
DeSoto Avenue will host 
the opening reception for 
the "Photography Unseen" 
exhibit. 
TUINKBooks 
On Saturday, Feb. 19, from 
10 a.m. to 5 p.m., the fourth 
annual Savannah Book 
Festival takes place at Telfair 
Academy on Barnard Street, 
Jepson Center on York Street, 
and Trinity United Methodist 
Church on President Street. 
Released this week, 
Deborah Harkness'new book 
"A Discovery of Witches" 
explores the supernatural 
world while giving a 
realistically fictional view 
into discoveries of the 
ancient world. The journey 
starts when Yale historian 
and witch, Diana Bishop, 
discovers a 1,500-year-old 
manuscript by a vampire. 
Also out this week, Dambisa 
Moyo's new book "How the 
West Was Lost: Fifty Years of 
Economic Folly" takes a look 
both at the United States' 
lower class and the potential 
rise of China to global power. 
Moyo focuses her attention 
on how United States' 
government policies have 
caused these problems. 
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On Friday, Feb. 18, 
Jefferson Fox will perform at 
The Sentient Bean on Park 
Avenue at 8 p.m. 
Also on Friday, Dillon, Lady 
Daisey and Batsauce will 
perform at 11 p.m. at The 
Jinx on Congress Street. 
On Sunday, Feb. 20, at 
7 p.m., Bill and Ellen will 
perform at Lulu's Chocolate 
Bar on Martin Luther King Jr. 
Boulevard. 
On Monday, Feb. 21, Kill 
Kurt Reigler will perform at 
The Sentient Bean at 8 p.m. 
On Wednesday, Feb. 
23, at 10 p.m., Jonathan 
Richman will perform at The 
Wormhole on Bullstreet. 
Tickets are $10. 
THINK 
On Friday, Feb. 18, "Big 
Mommas: Like Father, Like 
Son" hits theaters. FBI agent 
Malcolm Turner must once 
again cross-dress to fight 
crime, but this time, he teams 
up with his teenage stepson, 
who will also need to cross-
dress. 
On Saturday, Feb. 19, at 7 
p.m., Trustees Theater on 
Broughton Street will screen 
"Carrie," a horror-thriller 
based on a novel by Stephen 
King. Admission is $6 with a 
student I.D. 
On Sunday, Feb. 20, Psycho­
tropic Film Society will screen 
"A Film Unfinished" at Muse 
Arts Warehouse on Louis­
ville Road. Screenings are 
at 2 p.m., 5 p.m. and 8 p.m. 
Admission is $7. 
THINKArt 
Serbian band sounds off in Savannah 
Petrovjic Blasting Company brings original music to Sentient Bean 
By Ben Giddens 
While Savannah's music 
venues have booked world 
music in the past, music afi­
cionados will soon be able 
to hear something rarely of­
fered locally — Serbian mu­
sic. 
A group largely influenced 
by traditional Serbian music, 
The Petrojvic Blasting Com­
pany will perform on Thurs­
day, Feb. 17, at The Sentient 
Bean on Park avenue. 
Co-founders and brothers, 
Josh and Justin Petrojvic, 
said they are thrilled for the 
opportunity to play live mu­
sic in Savannah. 
"I lived in Savannah for a 
few months," Josh said. "We 
are really excited to come 
back again after a few years 
of being gone." 
The brothers said they 
have been extremely busy 
since their departure. 
"In L.A., f or the past few 
years, we've been mostly 
playing weddings and pri­
vate parties, as a functional 
band for people who were 
interested in hiring us," Josh 
said. 
"Only recently have we re­
alized that we might also be 
able go play actual venues. 
This is our first kind-of-real 
tour that we've ever done," 
he said. Although touring 
is a new experience to the 
band, Josh said the band is 
no stranger to live perfor­
mance. 
"When we were in Savan­
nah, we had a band called 
Albania Mania that is now 
defunct," Josh said. 
The brothers renamed the 
band after Milutin Petrojvic, 
a rural Tennessee man who 
worked in a rock quarry and 
cuui'icsy 01 rcirojvic piitsuiig Guiiipiuiy 
Justin and Josh Petrojvic perform traditional Serbian music with their band, Petrojvic Blasting Company. 
owned a blasting company. 
The brothers would listen to 
Serbian music with the man, 
Josh said. 
Although the band per­
forms traditional Serbian 
pieces, Josh said they also 
find time to compose. 
"Each of us write stuff," 
Josh said. "In general, Jus­
tin is much more apt to 
composing melodies'and my 
brain is more interested in 
chords. Justin really writes 
the songs and I just tinker 
with them." 
"You have to wait for God 
to give it to you," Justin 
said. 
Other than the occasion­
ally daunting writing pro­
cess, the Petrojvics said their 
challenges are more positive 
than negative. 
"The biggest challenge is to 
keep it interesting enough," 
Josh said. "Everyone who 
we have ever had in the band 
is incredibly creative and is 
usually the leader of another 
band on their own. 
"It's difficult to keep the 
band interesting enough and 
to keep everyone happy and 
working together in a way 
that's really fun and exciting 
for all the members. That is 
what's fun about it, though." 
Even while traveling with 
multiple creative musicians, 
the pair insists there are 
no egotistical personalities 
among the group. 
"Everyone is interested 
in the band sounding good 
more than they are inter­
ested in what they can get 
themselves, except maybe 
me," Josh said. 
"As the group has been 
known in the past to play 
concerts in the streets, a 
tour through February and 
March can be intimidating. 
"It's too cold," Josh said. 
"Usually we just go off dur­
ing the summer time arid we 
can just stand in the streets 
forever, but it's winter time. 
"It's great to be able to 
play places that aren't warm, 
though, and still be able to 
make enough money to keep 
moving." 
When The Blasting Com­
pany's tour ends in the Unit­
ed States in March, the band 
has further plans to spread 
their music. 
"We have plane tickets to 
Europe on April 11," Josh 
said. "That's the cutoff point 
for the U.S. tour. When we 
arrive in Europe, there's 
kind of another tour that's 
a lot less organized. We are 
hoping to build off of previ­
ous connections." 
The Blasting Company's 
advice for the Feb. 17 concert 
is to bring dancing shoes and 
be ready to move. 
"The band's main function 
is a dance band," Josh said. 
"All t he music that we play 
is — traditionally in their 
context — completely dance 
music. Hopefully we will 
have people there who will 
want to dance." 
'Eagle' crash-lands into cinemas 
New war epic ends disastrously 
By Eric Roberts 
In the vast field of cinema, 
there exists a great harvest 
of terrible movies. Each 
and every year, moviegoers 
shoulder this awful burden 
and learn to appreciate the 
rare good movie, taking the 
rest of the schlock with a 
grain of salt. 
It's a sad eventuality 
of the spring season, and 
normally it's quite easy to 
shrug off the occasional 
bad action flick, but not 
this time — no t with "The 
Eagle." 
The movie begins fol­
lowing charismatic Roman 
general Marcus Aquila 
(Channing Tatum), as he 
takes a new post at a small 
fort bordering hostile Brit­
on-occupied territory. 
After a great, but cata­
strophic victory against an 
onslaught from the "Britain 
menace," Aquila is forced 
to honorably resign from 
his post due to heavy inju­
ries sustained in the fort s 
defense. 
After his discharge and 
a series of ego-damaging 
mishaps, Aquila decides to 
take to the northern wil­
derness in search of Rome s 
golden Eagle, a highly val­
ued military symbol lost by 
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Students, staff showcase talent in Savannah Ballroom 
Left: Trevor Phillips sings Dave Matthew's song, "Crash." Right: Brittany Fuller reads the poem "Thank You." 
CRIME| FROM PAGE 1 
Also on Jan. 28, Lt. John 
Bennett was dispatched to 
Compass Point after a report of 
criminal trespass and vandal­
ism to an apartment. The com­
plainant said that someone 
came into his unlocked room 
and sprayed Silly String on his 
walls. He was able to clean most 
of the Silly String from most 
of t he walls bu t on one wall, 
words were written and could 
still be seen. The complainant 
said that he believes one of his 
friends played a prank on him. 
The officer to ok pictures of 
the damage, and a community 
assistant was on the scene to 
file a report for the department 
of Housing and Residence 
life. Bennett said that the Silly 
String left permanent damage 
on the walls due to the oily resi­
due. The damaged walls will 
need to be sanded down and 
repainted. 
PARADE| FROM PAGE 1 
Sabogal said. "This celebra­
tion just really brings it alive 
for them." 
Sabogal acknowledges the 
importance of this celebration 
for people of all ages. 
"If you're not in school you 
may have forgotten that Sa­
vannah has such a rich his­
tory," she said. "It reminds ev­
eryone that Savannah is a city 
with so much history.". 
Groce believes in instilling 
the values of history into to­
day's students because it will 
help them to shape the future. 
"Knowledge of history is im­
portant," Groce said. "It is cru-
•cial to understand the past in 
order to create a better future. 
To effectively solve problems 
in the world, you have to un­
derstand how we got where we 
are today." 
Left: Group No Way Out raps over "Feeling You." Center: Trevor Phillips strums an acoustic guitar at the talent show. Right: Staff member Robert Simmons plays upright bass. 
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Photos by Andrea Cervone 
Georgia History Parade marches through 
downtown Savannah 
It's not just a student newspaper. 
It's your newspaper. 
THE 
INKWELL 
Get involved. Get published. 
E-mail chief.inkwell@gmail.com Elementary students celebrate their love of state history Friday, Feb. 11. 
Photos by Nathan Wise 
